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1. Purpose of paper 
1.1 To provide the full Authority with an overview of the activities 


undertaken in the preparation of the 2012/13 Common and Local 
Policing Plans.   


1.2 To invite Members to review, discuss and approve the BTP 
National and Local Policing Plans for 2012/13.  


 


2. Background 
2.1 As set out in section 52 of the Railways and Transport safety 


Act 2003, at the start of each financial year the Authority is 
required to issue a plan setting out the arrangements for the 
policing of the railways during that year. As in previous years 
the detailed work on the development of the draft National and 
Local Plans for 2012/13 has been carried out by the Authority’s 
Policing Plan Group.   


2.2 Throughout this year’s process the Force and Authority have 
again worked closely together on coordinating engagement 
activities and refining iterations of the narrative and detailed 
targets within the draft Plans.  The Group has met formally four 
times this year in the preparation of the draft Plans.  


• 22nd September – ‘stakeholder workshop’ supported by 
all working Group members  


• 28th September - Meeting 1, headline themes and first 
principles agreed  


• 14th December - Meeting 2, first review of the National 
Plan  


• 21st February – Final meeting of the Group, review of 
Common and Local Plans  
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2.3 Both the Force and the Authority remain aware of the need to 
manage the overall number of targets for 2012/13 in order to 
ensure that resources are properly focused on the key priorities 
of our stakeholders. This approach both resonates with the steer 
given by our stakeholders and the direction taken by the Home 
Office to move away from a multiplicity of top-down targets to 
a single national target to reduce crime. In terms of the shape of 
the Plan, the existing two tier approach has again been strongly 
supported by our stakeholders; as such a National Plan is 
proposed again for 2012-13 which will be supported by Local 
Plans on each of BTP’s seven Areas.  


 


3. National Plan 
3.1 The existing strategic themes were endorsed by the attendees 


at our September stakeholder workshop were used to frame the 
draft National and Local targets. These themes are; 


• Reduce disruption  


• Helping to make the railway safer and more secure  


• Improving value for money  


• Promoting confidence  


 


3.2 Following the initial discussions at our stakeholder workshop, 
the early drafts of the National targets and supporting narrative 
now attached at Appendix (Ai and Aii) was shared with 
stakeholders twice1 during development and subsequently 
updated to reflect any relevant new national concerns emerging. 
As in previous years a small number of issues were raised which 
were of relevance only to a few local stakeholders rather than 
common to all BTP Areas; these issues were referred to BTP and 
where appropriate have been reflected in Local Plans.  
 


3.3 Members will also want to note the significant progress made 
this year in relation to the ‘helping to reduce disruption’ theme 
that was first explored in 2011/12; and in particular it is worth 
noting the progress made on developing a national delay 
minutes reduction target. This work has been done with the 
valued assistance of colleagues at both Network Rail and the 


                                         
 
1 In writing following the December meeting of the Performance Review Group and 
verbally to ATOC Policing Forum and the BTP NIAG  
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Association of Train Operating Companies (ATOC) who have 
provided a steer on the possible nature of such a target and 
who have produced and helped to analyse the ‘delay minute’ 
data sets for use by BTP and the Authority.  


3.4 An important piece of supporting pilot work was carried out by 
BTP’s Wales & Western Area (West Midlands Sector) in the 
autumn of 2011. This project involved partners from Network 
Rail, BTP and Chiltern Trains exploring how BTP’s existing local 
disruption reduction activities could be evaluated and 
assimilated into the industry’s Joint Performance Improvement 
Plan (JPIP) framework. A key finding from this JPIP pilot work 
was the impact it had on increasing industry awareness of BTP’s 
existing work on reducing disruption. Though limited in its 
duration and scope this initial pilot also suggested that elements 
of the JPIP process could provide greater opportunities for 
smarter working between BTP and the industry partners.  As a 
result of this pilot work we are recommending that the 
disruption reduction partnership initiatives arising from National 
Target 1 should be considered for inclusion in local JPIP 
frameworks as appropriate.  


3.5 The draft National Plan was most recently discussed with 
industry partners at the ATOC Policing Forum on 24th February. 
At this meeting attendees reiterated some concerns about the 
targets as presented that had been expressed in ATOC’s initial 
response to our consultation on the Plan. Some of these same 
issues have been raised again with the Authority in additional 
correspondence submitted by ATOC on 16th March. ATOC seeks 
to make the following representations in relation to the National 
Proposals;  


• Target 1: Reducing Disruption - ATOC does not accept 
the principle of 36 key disruption locations distributed 
across the BTP Areas and would recommend that the 
top 36 locations are prioritised regardless of their 
geographic distribution. If the Authority is not supportive 
of this recommendation ATOC would ask that data for 
the top 36 delay locations, as well as the 36 BTP target 
locations (to the extent that these are different) is made 
available so that a full picture of performance can be 
presented over the coming year.  
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• Additional targets – ATOC has requested that two 
further National targets be considered; these were 
explored at but not recommended by the Policing Plan 
Group at its 21st February meeting.  


• i) Football – ATOC requested a further target 
focused on football related crime and disorder 
be considered. Representation from BTP 
suggests that this is not a priority issue for all 
BTP Areas and as such relevant targets have 
been included in Local Plans (LN, NW, and NE). 
Operators in the Wales and Western Area have 
also requested a local target for football which 
does not currently appear in the Local Plan.   


• ii) Frontline deployment – ATOC also proposed 
a target to increase the proportion of BTP 
officers engaged in frontline duties – members 
of the Policing Plan Group, aware of the need to 
manage the overall number of targets, did not 
support this addition.  


Again for both of these proposed targets, if the 
Authority is of the view that they are not appropriate for 
inclusion, ATOC would welcome publication of related 
data that would allow PSA holders to evaluate trends 
and performance in these areas of business.  


 


4. Local Plans  
4.1 Consultation on the Local Plans has been led by individual Area 


Commanders and the outputs initially scrutinised by BTP via a 
challenge panel process Chaired by ACC Territorial Policing and 
Crime. A verbal update on progress with Local Plans was also 
provided at the February ATOC Policing Forum meeting. As in 
previous years, in reviewing the Local targets (attached to this 
paper at Appendix B) the Policing Plan Group sought assurance 
from the BTP that the Plans were a fair reflection of 
stakeholders’ local priorities and that the Strategic Command 
Team were confident that the Plans presented were the product 
of engagement between BTP’s Area Commanders and local 
stakeholders.  The Force has given the Group this assurance and 
have reemphasised the perceived value of the local plans, both 
to BTP and stakeholders, in allowing in-year flexibility for 
stakeholders to be able to influence BTP’s activities to address 
issues of greatest priority locally. This view has certainly been 
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echoed in the feedback received by the Authority in response to 
the consultation the Authority has done directly with the 
industry.  


4.2 In response to consultation with stakeholders the Local Plans 
have generally continued the move away from the traditional 
BTP approach of reduction, detection or detection rate targets 
to an approach based on local collaboration and Problem 
Solving Plans (PSPs) in 2012/13. It is intended that the using the 
PSP-based approach again in the coming year should build on 
the good work the Force has done in 2011/12 and should help to 
ensure that partnership working remains at the centre of BTP’s 
Policing Plan and performance management activity. Through 
the joint tasking meetings and the setting of joint PSPs with the 
industry, Areas will also agree the contribution industry partners 
will make towards the achievement of the PSPs; particularly this 
year in relation to this year’s disruption reduction theme. This 
should ensure that the PSPs are jointly owned and that the 
industry contribution is clearly defined and, where appropriate, 
measured alongside BTP’s activity.  


4.3 As in previous years all PSPs will contain specific and 
measurable targets, and will only be signed off as satisfactorily 
completed when there is clear evidence from all partners to 
show that in their view the required outcomes have been 
achieved. The completed PSPs, along with evidence of 
achievement of the required targets / outcomes, continue to be 
subject to audit and rigorous scrutiny locally and through the 
monthly BTP Force Management Team (FMT) performance 
meeting.  


  


5. Financial implications  
5.1 The National and Local plans recommended here are intended 


to be delivered within the overall funding envelope approved by 
the Authority at its meeting on 15th December 2011.  


 


6. Risk implications  
6.1 No specific risk implications arise from the recommendations 


made by this paper. Indeed, in preparing the National and local 
Plans the Force and Authority have referenced the potential 
operational risks (both local and national) arising from the BTP 
Strategic Assessment report, the Home Office’s shadow 
Strategic Policing Requirement and the issues raised by local 
stakeholders. 
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7. Equality implications  
7.1 In preparing the draft National Plan for 2012/13 the Authority 


has consulted with industry and passenger stakeholders and for 
the first time has engaged with the BTP National Independent 
Advisory Group (NIAG). The BTP NIAG brings together a group 
community members from across England, Scotland and Wales 
who come from a range of ethnic and faith backgrounds and 
who come with knowledge and experience of a range of other 
equality issues. In developing the Plans NIAG has provided 
feedback on the sorts of issues we could both include as 
National targets and on the range information we could review 
in evaluating performance against these targets. At the most 
recent NIAG meeting (14th March) the group gave its broad 
support to the two-tier structure, strategic themes and draft 
targets presented.  In the discussion that followed the group did 
not highlight any issues that may have unintended equality 
impacts nor suggest any additional targets for inclusion. BTP 
has liaised separately with regional NIAG members on 
development of the local Area Plans. 


 


8. Recommendations 
8.1 Subject to any further discussions at this meeting, and taking 


into account the issues raised by ATOC as set out at section 3.5 
above, Members are asked to review and approve the 2012/13; 


• National Plan and its supporting narrative for publication 
(Appendix A) 


• The individual Local Area Plans (Appendix B)  


 


8.2 That following approval of the National and Local Plans it is 
recommended that the Authority Executive provides written 
feedback to all consultees on the decisions the Authority has 
taken and how these relate to the specific representations they 
made.  
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Chair’s Foreword 
 


It is by now accepted that there have been great advances in BTP’s performance since the 


Police Authority was established in 2004; and 2011/12 has seen a further reduction in crime on 


the railway and an improvement in detection rates. 2012 is an Olympic year in which will see 


unprecedented demands placed on both BTP and our colleagues in forces across England, 


Scotland and Wales. Whilst the ensuring a safe Olympics is an incredibly important focus for us 


in the coming year; ensuring an efficient and effective rail policing service for the whole railway 


community throughout the coming year is a primary goal.   


 


This year will be BTP’s second under a rolling Strategy that will take us to 2015. Our core 


mission remains largely unchanged: we aim to protect and serve the railway environment and 


its community, whilst keeping levels of disruption, crime and the fear of crime as low as 


possible. 


 


The strategic objectives for us to achieve this year are: 


 


1.  Helping to keep rail transport systems running 


2. Helping to make rail transport systems safer and more secure 


3. Deliver value for money through continuous improvement 


4. Promoting confidence in the use of rail transport systems 


 


These objectives were developed through close consultation with the rail industry and 


passenger groups and, for the first time, our Independent Advisory Group. The Police Authority 


held another very successful planning workshop in September 2011 where passengers, and 


many train and freight operating company were represented. The discussion at the workshop 


was again very helpful in identifying the most important issues for BTP to focus on in 2012/13.  


 


A proposal which first arose in 2010 and appeared again this year in nearly all consultation 


responses we received was that BTP has a crucial part to play in helping the rail industry to 


reduce disruption to its services. Building on the early work we carried out in this area in 


2011/12, we have worked with Network Rail and rail operators to set both national and local 
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targets for the coming year. We propose to work closely and imaginatively with our partners to 


both prevent disruption and, when it does occur, to minimise the impact of disruption at a series 


of key locations across the network. This is an important step in increasing BTP’s involvement in 


joint initiatives to address an issue which causes great inconvenience for passengers and has a 


cost for train operators. The Police Authority will be closely monitoring progress on this 


innovative set of national and local targets.  


 


While our early achievements were supported by generous investment from the rail industry, the 


policing plan targets we have set for 2012/13 will have to be delivered with a limited financial 


resource. In December, the Police Authority agreed to set a net budget for the British Transport 


Police Fund of £198.8 million; this is a standstill position on the 2011-12 budget. In taking this 


difficult funding decision this we have aligned ourselves with our industry partners in having to 


absorb much of the significant financial pressure we are facing in the coming year. To 


successfully deliver this plan for 2012/13 BTP will need to continue to find creative ways of 


working in order to deliver the quality of frontline services much valued by passengers and the 


rail industry.  


 


The ultimate aim for the 2012/13 policing year, and indeed for the whole period covered by our 


strategy, is to sustain our record of consistent improvement. As ever, I am confident BTP will 


rise to the challenge.  
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Chief Constable’s Foreword 
 


2012/13 will be a truly historic year and the greatest test that the police service in Britain has 


ever faced.  Everyone at BTP is ready and anxious to play their part in making the 2012 


Olympic and Paralympic Games a national success. 


 


The Games are billed as the first public transport Olympic Games, with 80% of spectators 


expected to use the rail system for access, so our role will be a crucial element in that success.  


I believe we are ready, having planned carefully with our partners in the police service and the 


transport industry.  However, we must not underestimate the challenge and we will have to be at 


our very best during these operations. 


 


Our Olympic operational plan covers a 64 day period and will put a strain on resources, even 


with the considerable mutual aid we will receive from forces around the country.  But big as they 


are, the Olympics are just one series of events in a very busy year that includes the Queen’s 


Diamond Jubilee.   


 


Throughout this challenging year it will be important not to lose focus on our core business, 


keeping people safe and minimizing disruption to our rail networks.  This Policing Plan will help 


us keep that focus, concentrating our resources on the issues that rail passengers, staff and the 


rail industry have told us are most important to them. 


 


High on the agenda is metal theft, which has been a growing problem over the past five years.  


We have achieved considerable success, but even small numbers of crimes result in high levels 


of disruption. 


 


The disruption factor is an important element in planning how we tackle not only crime, but 


many types of incidents, for instance the handling of fatalities on the network.  BTP has the 


opportunity to make a direct and positive impact on people’s journeys, by improving and refining 


our response to these occurrences. 
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As a police service, we are dedicated to reducing the number of victims of crime as well as 


improving the journey experience for the vast majority of rail users, who will never fall victim to 


crime. Targets to reduce overall crime and to concentrate on those areas which particularly 


impact on people – violence, sexual offences and robbery – are one way in which we can 


achieve that. 


 


We know that it is not only crime that frightens people and deters them from using public 


transport, it is also anti social behaviour, drunkenness, swearing and the threat of violence that 


causes great concern. We will be visible and available when the public need our protection.  


 


Increasing visibility by concentrating resources on high profile neighbourhood policing, reducing 


sickness levels, making the most of Special Constables who give us their time for nothing and 


reducing bureaucracy will also help us give confidence to those who work on and use the rail 


network. 


 


The Policing Plan supports our Strategic Plan, now in its second year, whose objectives are: 


 


•  Helping to keep the railway running 


•  Helping to make the railway safer 


•  Providing value for money through continuous improvement 


•  Promoting confidence in the use of the railway  


 


These were formulated following consultation with the rail industry, rail staff and passenger 


groups, and the 2012/13 annual Policing Plan, by setting specific, measurable targets, will help 


make them a reality. 
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REDUCING DISRUPTION 
 
Reduce minutes lost at 36 locations through joint problem solving plans agreed with 
Network Rail and Train Operators 
Reducing disruption has been consistently identified by BTP’s stakeholders as a top priority. It 


will be particularly important in 2012-13, not only in the context of the current economic climate, 


and the need to work with the industry to ensure that the railways run as efficiently as possible, 


but also in the run up to the Olympic and Paralympic Games, and during the events themselves.  


In consultation with their partners, each overground BTP Area has chosen six locations at key 


strategic points on the network where the prevention of disruption will have the most beneficial 


effect. 


 


Reduce disruption by responding to at least 95% of Immediate incidents within 10 
minutes for the five LOCOG London 2012 Games Zones for the Olympic Games (27th 
July to 12th August 2012) and the Paralympic Games (29th August to 9th September 
2012) 
A key priority for BTP in 2012-13 will be to support our partners in the provision of safe, secure 


and reliable transport services for the 2012 Olympic Games and Paralympic Games.  A quick 


response to incidents is essential in ensuring that potential disruption is avoided.  This target 


covers both the Olympic and Paralympic Games periods within a geographic area that covers 


the five LOCOG London 2012 Games Zones as a footprint, therefore covering all of the London 


Venues, key stations and parts of the track and infrastructure that serve them. 


 


Reduce Live Cable offences from the 2011-12 level 
Cable theft (and more generally, metal theft) is a serious and widespread problem across the 


whole of the UK, and particularly for the railways, where the theft of even the smallest amount of 


live cable can cause significant disruption across a large section of the network.  Although live 


cable theft on the railway network has reduced by 23% this year (with the number of detections  


increasing by 31%), BTP remains committed to working in partnership with the rail industry to 


further reduce this type of offence and the disruption it causes. 
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Non-suspicious fatalities to be cleared within an average of 90 minutes 
Each year, BTP deal with around 200 non-suspicious fatalities on the railway.  BTP’s ability to 


thoroughly manage these incidents and return the network back to normal is an important part 


of the service BTP provides.  Throughout 2012-13 BTP will carry out a root and branch review 


its approach to fatality management and the rationale behind its classification process.  A 


‘shadow’ target relating to unexplained fatalities will be monitored throughout the year and best 


practice gathered from successful local initiatives such as the new approach to partial track 


opening within the London North Area will be implemented across BTP. 


 
 
 
MAKING THE RAILWAY SAFER AND MORE SECURE 
 
Further reduce Notifiable Crime (excluding police generated offences) from the 2011-12 
level 
Reducing crime is at the core of BTP’s vision, and alongside reducing disruption, is consistently 


identified by stakeholders as a top priority.  Between 2002/03 and the end of 2011/12, BTP has 


reduced notifiable offences by 33%, and in doing so, made significant reductions in priority 


crimes such as robbery (down 70%), theft of passenger property (down 49%), and notifiable 


route crime (down 69%).  This year has seen a further 9% reduction in overall crime.  Despite 


these year on year reductions, BTP remains committed to further reducing crime and ensuring 


the railway network continues to be a safe environment. 


 


At least maintain the 2011-12 detection rate for serious violent, sexual and robbery 
offences and staff assaults 


Serious violent, sexual and robbery offences and staff assaults cause serious harm often having 


a major impact on victims and undermining the confidence of wider communities, both 


passenger and staff.  BTP is determined that offenders are detected and brought to justice for 


these offences, maintaining a national focus on crimes that have a serious impact on victims.  


BTP has increased its notifiable detection rate from 16% in 2002/03 to 32% in 2011/12 for these 


types of offence, whilst the number of offences committed on the railway has reduced from 


81,545 to 54,594. 
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IMPROVING VALUE FOR MONEY 
 


Further reduce overall sickness from the 2011-12 level 
In common with all police forces, staff costs account for the large majority of BTP’s budget and 


expenditure.  High availability and productivity of staff are therefore key priorities, and an 


important means of ensuring that BTP delivers and effective, value for money service to its 


stakeholders.  This target will build on BTP’s success in reducing sickness in recent years, 


having reduced sickness from 10.4 days per person in 2007-08 to 7.4 days per person last year. 


 


Increase value for money by removing at least £500k from BTP’s Force Headquarters 
functions to reduce back office costs. 
This target has been set in the context of the second year of the FHQ Essential Services 


Review.  BTP is committed to remove a further £500k from BTP’s Force Headquarters to reduce 


back office costs, building on the £1.2m delivered during 2010-11.  The Review is a four year 


programme of cost reduction, to be achieved by a combination of civilianisation, staff savings 


(particularly at managerial level), rationalised administration and improved office processes and 


procedures.  The total FHQ budget for services traditionally classified as back office is £26.2m. 


 


Reduce bureaucracy by decreasing the volume of manually produced performance 
reports by at least 20% 
Reducing the volume of manually produced performance reports will cut bureaucracy and 


ensure that BTP’s performance and analytical resources are used as effectively as possible, 


providing clear, concise and accurate information to internal and external stakeholders.  These 


benefits will be delivered primarily through the provision of an enhanced, automated reporting 


tool for external stakeholders, and a central performance portal for internal users.  This target 


will also complement BTP’s strategic objective to cut bureaucracy forcewide. 
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PROMOTING CONFIDENCE 
 


At least maintain the proportion of resources devoted to Neighbourhood Policing Teams 
and response policing between 8pm and 1am (not including the Olympic Games period)  
The visibility and availability of BTP’s Neighbourhood Policing Teams (NPTs) and response 


teams at night on the rail network are key to ensuring the confidence of stakeholders – both 


passengers and staff – whilst on or about the railway network.  This target complements BTP’s 


strategic aim to promote confidence in the use of the railway by ensuring that as many officers, 


PCSOs and special constables are deployed in roles that are visible to the public at the times 


they are needed most. 


 
Promote confidence and visibility by increasing the total hours worked by Special 
Constables by 10% 
BTP’s Special Constables play an important role in supporting regular officers and providing 


reassurance to the railway community.  Increasing the total hours worked by BTP’s Special 


Constables will be an important part of increasing BTP’s visibility, and promoting increased 


confidence of railway stakeholders, particularly at night. 
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CRIME TARGETS
Number Category 1 April - 29 Feb. 2012


Target for 2012-2013 Offence Description Predicted End of Year Figures 2008-2009 2009-2010 2010-11Recorded Detections Detection 
Rate


N1 Disruption / lost minutes - PSPs


302,930


Reduce minutes lost at 36 high impact 
locations through joint problem solving 


plans agreed with Network Rail and 
Train Operators


Trespass, Fatalities/injuries caused by being hit by train, Cable vandalism/theft, Vandalism/theft (includin
the placing of objects on the line), Disorder/drunks/trespass etc, Level Crossing Incidents, 


Vandalism/theft, Fatalities/injuries sustained on platform result of struck by train or fallen, Level Crossing 
misuse. N/A


2008-2009 2009-2010 2010-11


N/A N/A N/A


N2 Olympic and Paralympic Games - 
Disruption / Response times


1 April - 20 Feb. 2012
Target for 2012-2013 Description Predicted End of Year Figures 2008-2009 2009-2010 2010-11% Immediate Incidents responded to 


within 10 minutes in Games Areas


89% (1645 responded within 10 minutes 
out of 1847 incidents)


Reduce disruption by responding to at 
least 95% of Immediate incidents within
10 minutes for the five LOCOG London 


2012 Games Zones for the Olympic 
Games (27th July to 12th August 2012) 


and the Paralympic Games (29th 
August to 9th September 2012). 


Total immediate incidents responded to in under 10 minutes divided by total immediate incidents 
responded to within the Olympic Zones.


95% N/A N/A N/A


N3 Live Cable offences


1,023 150 15%


Reduce Live cable offences Live cable-related offences: Cable Theft.


1,464


Recorded 1,183 875 1,470


Detections 110 65 123


Det. Rate (%) 9% 7% 8%


N4 Fatalities 1 April - 29 Feb. 2011
Target for 2012-2013 Description Predicted End of Year Figures 2008-2009 2009-2010 2010-11Average time taken to clear all fatalities 


(mins)


77


All non-suspicious fatalities to be 
cleared within an average of 90 minutes


Total time taken in minutes to clear all non-suspicious fatalities divided by the total number of non-
suspicious fatalites.


77 minutes


Average time 
taken to clear all 
non-suspicious 
fatalities (mins)


75 81 81


N5 Notifiable offences (excluding police 
generated offences)-recorded 
offences


46,470 12,567 27%


Reduce the number of offences from 
2011-12 levels


All Notifiable offences excluding Possess offensive weapon, Having an article with blade or point in public 
place, Offensive Weapons - Possession (scotland) and all drug offences.


66,516


Recorded 60,340 55,599 55,592


Detections 15,091 15,374 14,866


Det. Rate (%) 25% 28% 27%


N6 Serious violence against the person, 
sexual and robbery offences and staf
assaults -detection rate


 


3,774 1,958 52%


At least maintain the 2011-12 detection 
rate


Murder, Attempt murder, Manslaughter, Conspiracy to commit murder, GBH with intent, GBH without 
intent, Threats to kill, Attempting to choke etc., Malicious Wounding, Rape Male/Female, Indecent Assault 
Male/ Female, Sexual intercourse with girl under 13, Sexual intercourse with girl under 16, Sexual Assault 
on a Male aged 13 and over No Penetration, Sexual Assault on a Male Child under 13 No Penetration, 
Rape of a Female aged 16 and over, Rape of a Female Child under 16, Rape of a Female Child under 13
Rape of a Male aged 16 and over, Rape of a Male Child under 16, Rape of a Male Child under 13, Sexual 
Assault on a Female aged 13 and over No Penetration, Sexual Assault on a Female Child under 13 No 
Penetration, Sexual Assault on a Male aged 13 and over By Penetration, Sexual Assault on a Male Child 
under 13 By Penetration, Assault on a female aged over 13 by penetration, Assault on a female aged 
under 13 by penetration, Robbery, Assault with intent to rob, Affray, Riot, Violent disorder, Racially or 
Religiously Aggravated - GBH without intent, Malicious wounding. PLUS STAFF ASSAULTS


52%


Recorded 4,818 4,454 4,395


Detections 2,315 2,267 2,104


Det. Rate (%) 48% 51% 48%


N7 Sickness 1 April - 29 Feb. 2012
Target for 2012-2013 Description Predicted End of Year Figures 2008-2009 2009-2010 2010-11Total YTD sickness - all employees


6.73


Reduce overall sickness from the 2011-
12 level 


Average sickness per employee is calculated by dividing the total days lost lost through sickness with the 
average number of employees.


7.4
Average 


sickness days 
per employee


7.38 7.77 7.68







PROPOSED 2012-13 NATIONAL TARGETS 


N8 Value for Money - Essential Services 1 April - 29 Feb. 2012
Target for 2012-2013 Description Predicted End of Year Figures 2008-2009 2009-2010 2010-11


Not avaliable


Increase value for money by removing 
at least £500k from BTP’s Force 
Headquarters functions to reduce back 
office costs.


N/A


N/A N/A N/A


N9 Reducing bureaucracy - Performance 
Reports


1 April - 29 Feb. 2012 Target for 2012-2013 Description Predicted End of Year Figures 2008-2009 2009-2010 2010-11


285


Reduce bureaucracy by decreasing the 
volume of manually produced 
performance reports by at least 20%


N/A


311 N/A N/A N/A


N10 Visibility 1 April - 29 Feb. 2012


Target for 2012-2013 Description Predicted End of Year Figures 2008-2009 2009-2010 2010-11Percentage of staff who are in NPT and 
response units and on duty between  8pm 


and 1am


17%


Increase the percentage of NPT and 
response units on duty between  8pm 
and 1am as a proportion of total hours 
worked by all operational Area 
resources


This target is calculated by adding together the total hours worked by NPT and police officers, special 
constables and PCSOs based at 24/7 police posts divided by the total number of hours worked by all 
police officers, special constables and PCSOs.  


15%


Percentage of 
staff on duty 


between 8pm 
and 1am


N/A N/A 14%


N11 Special Constables - total hours 
worked


1 April - 29 Feb. 2012
Target for 2012-2013 Description Predicted End of Year Figures 2008-2009 2009-2010 2010-11Total hours worked by Special Constables


61,578


Promote confidence and visibility by 
increasing the total hours worked by 
Special Constables by 10%


This is the total hours worked by Special Constables across all areas.


67,176 N/A N/A N/A


 





		National Targets






 PROPOSED 2012-13 AREA POLICING PLAN TARGETS Agenda Item 5
Appensix B


LONDON NORTH


Recorded Detections Detection 
Rate


LN1 Fatality Management - Partial 
Reopening


To continue to achieve at least a partial 
reopening on four-track railways within an 
average of 50 minutes, for qualifying fatal 


incidents.


A fatal incident shall qualify against this target if:
1) There are four or more running lines at the location, and
2) Partial reopening can be provided in a way that will not:
a) endanger the safety of staff and personnel, or
b) undermine the investigation, or
c) cause alarm or distress to staff or passengers, or
d) undermine the dignity of the deceased, and
3) A MOM attends the scene within 25 minutes, and
4) The Driver calls the BTP Fatality Hotline
5) The first report of the fatal incident is received by BTP between 
1st April 2012 0000 hrs and 31st March 2013 2359 hrs.


Average clear up time 36 minutes


Cause Intentional Harassment Alarm or Distress
Public Order Act 1986 S4A Recorded 448 478 391


Racially aggravated Harassment Alarm or Distress
Crime & Disorder Act 1998 Section 31(1)c Detections 291 320 234


Cvc Complainant Vic Status = V
Det. Rate (%) 65% 67% 60%


Cvc Category = STAFFON 


AND


Harass Alarm Distress (staff on duty)
Public Order Act 1986 S5


Line of route 2008/2009 2009/2010 2010/2011


19755 Brimsdown - Broxbourne 16725 16359 19797


19774 Ilford - Gidea Park 11150 19575 14255


3385 Ipswich - Trimley 2169 4038 3218


33366 Bletchley - Bourne End 19080 17612 3230


14175 Southall 1026 2413 5457


8967 Reading - Southcote 4850 2023 10762
99422


Total minutes 55000 62020 56719


Reading - Southcote


To increase the outturn 2011-12 detection rate 
by 1% point


LN4 Disruption / lost minutes - PSPs
Reduce minutes lost at 6 high impact locations 


through joint problem solving plans agreed 
with Network Rail and Train Operators


Brimsdown - Broxbourne


Ipswich - Trimley


Ilford - Gidea Park


Southall


Bletchley - Bourne End


Total minutes


57%
Verbal abuse towards Rail StaffLN3


27 fatality incidents recorded between April 
2011 and January 2012 with an average clear-


up time of 36 minutes


67 travelling serials 89LN2 Football Policing - Escorted Trains


173


2009-2010 2010-112008-2009


N/A


Trespass, Fatalities/injuries caused by being hit by train, Cable 
vandalism/theft, Vandalism/theft (including the placing of objects 


on the line), Disorder/drunks/trespass etc, Level Crossing 
Incidents, Vandalism/theft, Fatalities/injuries sustained on platform 


result of struck by train or fallen, Level Crossing misuse. 


Locations identified: Brimsdown to Broxbourne, Ilford to 
Gidea Park, Ipswich to Trimley, Bletchley to Bourne End, 


Southall, Reading to Southcote


Proposed Definition – An “escorted train” shall be counted against 
this target if:
1) a train is identified as containing, or potentially containing, 
football traffic, and
2) at least three police officers are specifically deployed onto the 
train, and
3) those police officers travel with the train for at least 20 minutes


1 April 2011- 31 Jan 2012
Target for 2012-2013 Predicted End of Year FiguresOffence Description


To increase the number of football trains that 
are escorted by London North by 33% 


303 57%


London North







PROPOSED 2012-13 AREA POLICING PLAN TARGETS 


LONDON SOUTH 


Recorded Detections Detection Rate


Theft of live cable
Recorded 246 152 317


Theft of metal
Detections 43 20 14


Det. Rate (%) 17% 13% 4%


Road Traffic - Fail to obey traffic signs                                                 
Road Traffic - Dangerous driving 


Recorded 213 341 863


Road Traffic - Careless driving
Detections 57 118 311


Cri code =  LEVELXM, LEVLXU Det. Rate (%) 27% 35% 36%


Theft - pedal cycle
Theft - from cycle Recorded 2,401 2,205 2,274
Criminal Damage - pedal cycle Detections 91 235 277
Take pedal cycle without consent Det. Rate (%) 4% 11% 12%
OR


Cri code = CYCLESD


Going equipped (for burglary or to steal)


OR


Cri Comment 1 match pattern %CYCLE%
Handling/receiving stolen goods


ii) Carry out at least 200 cycle 
crime reduction initiatives 


during 2012/13.


The measure to include; Cycle surgeries conducted by NPT/CRP 
with or without TOC involvement, any overt activity (Area Tasking – 


directed patrols) in relation to cycle crime at a station or railway 
premises, CRO architectural liaison advice in relation to new cycle 


shed locations as well as CRO visits to locations to review suitability 
of CCTV locations, Joint patrols with industry partners in the form of 
REO/RNO/RCO’s, patrols tasked to REO/RNO/RCO’s specifically in 


relation to cycle crime, joint working with Home Office Policing 
partners.


185


Byelaws – Public Order related (offence directed towards a member 
of rail staff)


Taxi Touts Recorded 4,128 4,905 6,098


Byelaws – Offences re Travel Fraud Detections 2143 2710 3859


Byelaws – Passenger control Det. Rate (%) 52% 55% 63%


Byelaws – Public Order related


Byelaws – Betting loitering


Byelaws – Litter
Railways – Travel Fraud – Travels or attempts to travel with intent to 
avoid payment of fare 


Railways – Trespass


Drunk & Disorderly


Drunk & incapable


Drunk in charge of a child under 7 years


Breach of Peace


Begging
Consume alcohol in a designated public place, contrary to 
requirement by constable not to do so


Urinating in public


Line of route 2008/2009 2009/2010 2010/2011


14368 Farnborough – Woking(Main) 3389 4694 910


20554 Wimbledon 12456 20014 8173


4775 Gillingham – Rochester 3809 4643 4698


2082 Sittingbourne – Faversham 1778 6986 5280


Lancing - London Road 4310 Lancing - London Road 2428 4469 3231


Selhurst - Balham 40534 Selhurst - Balham 11877 37782 20299


86623
Total minutes 35737 78588 42591


Trespass, Fatalities/injuries caused by being hit by train, Cable 
vandalism/theft, Vandalism/theft (including the placing of objects on 


the line), Disorder/drunks/trespass etc, Level Crossing Incidents, 
Vandalism/theft, Fatalities/injuries sustained on platform result of 


struck by train or fallen, Level Crossing misuse 
Locations selected: Farnborough to Woking, Wimbledon, 


Gillingham to Rochester, Sittingbourne to Faversham, Lancing 
to London Road, Selhurst to Balham 


Total minutes


Sittingbourne – Faversham 


Gillingham – Rochester 


Wimbledon


LS2 Level Crossings


LS4


Metal TheftLS1


LS3 Cycle Crime


Anti-Social Behaviour


i) Maintain or improve the 
detection rate for cycle crime 


offences.


LS6 Disruption / lost minutes - PSPs


LS5 Neighbourhood Policing Teams


Farnborough – Woking


Reduce minutes lost at 6 high 
impact locations through joint 
problem solving plans agreed 
with Network Rail and Train 


Operators


Increase the number of high 
visibility joint operations with 


rail industry partners and 
Home Office forces from 


2011/12 level.


74 cycle initiatives carried out between April 
2011 and January 2012


25%44173


2341


79%1094 862


16%372


4249


843


Increase the number of 
detections for anti-social 


behaviour offences.
64%5556 3541


Target for 2012-13


1034


Offence Description


Maintain or improve the 
detection rate for all metal theft 


offences.


Increase the number of 
detections for level crossing 


related offences.


1 April 2011- 31 Jan 2012


25%


N/A


2010-2011


Increase the number of high visibility joint operations with rail 
industry patterns and Home Office forces (the same measure used 


for the current local area target)
1012


16%


2009-20102008-2009Predicted End of Year Figures


London South







 PROPOSED 2012-13 AREA POLICING PLAN TARGETS 


LONDON UNDERGROUND


Recorded Detections Detection Rate


Theft Luggage No. of thefts 6,117 6,762 6,504


Theft Personal Property No. per million 
journeys 5.5 5.9 5.4


Theft From Person 


Theft Luggage Recorded 6,117 6,762 6,504
Theft Personal Property Detections 321 348 371
Theft From Person Detection rate 5% 5% 6%


Count victims Staff assaults 701 635 593
Murder
Attempted Murder
Manslaughter/Culpable Homicide
Soliciting/Conspire To Murder
Wounding/Gbh With Intent
Wounding/Gbh Without Intent
Actual Bodily Harm
Assault
Threats To Kill
Attempt To Choke With Intent To Commit An Offence
Cause Bodily Injury By Explosion 
Cause Explosion/Throw Corrosive Substance Wi Gbh
Place Explosive In Or Near Building Wi Do Bodily Harm
Endanger Life By Poison
Administer Poison With Intent To Injure
Injury By Dangerous Dog
Malicious Wounding
Harassment
Racially Aggravated Malicious Wounding Or Gbh 
Racially Aggravated Actual Bodily Harm 
Racially Aggravated Common Assault
Racially Aggravated Fear Or Provocation Of Violence
Racially Aggravated Putting People In Fear Of Violence 
Racially Aggravated Harassment 
Racially Or Religiously Aggravated Malicious Wounding
Assaulting Designated/Accredited Person Or Person Assisting
Common Assault
Provocation/Violence
Cvc Complainant Vic Status = V
Cvc Category = STAFFON 
Rape Of A Male Recorded 224 209 210
Rape Of A Female Detections 48 71 56
Indecent Assault Men Detection rate 21% 34% 27%
Indecent Assault Women 
Unlawful Sexual Intercourse Under 13 
Unlawful Sexual Intercourse Under 16 
Sexual Assault On A Male Aged 13 And Over 
Sexual Assault On A Male Child Under 13 
Rape Of A Female Aged 16 And Over 
Rape Of A Female Child Under16 
Rape Of A Female Child Under 13 
Rape Of A Male Aged 16 And Over 
Rape Of A Male Child Under 16 
Rape Of A Male Child Under 13 
Sexual Assault On A Female Aged 13 Or Over 
Sexual Assault On A Female Child Under 13 
Sexual Assault on a Male aged 13 and over By Penetration 
Sexual Assault on a Male Child under 13 By Penetration 
Assault on a female aged over 13 by penetration 
Assault on a female aged under 13 by penetration 


The ERU deployment time and arrival time will be measured 
from NSPIS data. TubeLines will supply the distance travelled 


data from their on board computer system (masternaught).
TubeLines will supply data on a weekly basis.


Average 7858  hours 
lost per incidentLU6 Person under train incidents-Lost 


Customer Hours


39 person under train incidents 
306,459 lost customer hours average 7,858 


hours lost per incident


Reduce the average number of 
Lost Customer Hours (LCH) as a 


result of Person Under Train 
Incidents by 5%. 


LU5 ERU emergency vehicles-Response 
times


LU2 Theft of passenger property


LU4 Sexual Assault - Detections


LU3 Staff Assaults


Data to be supplied by TubeLines


46


Response time of 6.5 
minutes per mile


55


Response time of 6.5 minutes per mile


24%


BTP will aim to increase the 
number of detections for sexual 


assaults by at least 15% from the 
previous performance year.


194


Improve the response times for 
the ERU Emergency Vehicles by 


20%


2010-112008-09 2009-10


5.005.97


5.22 thefts per million passenger 
journeys


5.65


Staff assaults 
per 10 million 


passenger 
journeys


4.81


263


Theft reduction per million passenger 
journeys


1 April 2011- 31 Jan 2012
Predicted End of Year FiguresTarget for 2012-2013 Offence Description


LU1


BTP LU/DLR Area will aim to 
reduce the number of thefts per 


million passenger journeys in the 
forthcoming performance year 


based on the out turn 
performance of 2011-12


Recorded offences -460                     
Number per 10 million passenger journeys 4.81


4% Increase theft detections  from 
2011/12 by at least 7%4994 219


BTP LU/DLR Area will aim to 
reduce the number of Staff 


Assaults per 10 million passenger 
journeys in the forthcoming 


performance year based on the 
out turn of 2011-12


Recorded thefts-4994                       
Recorded thefts per million pass journeys 5.22


London Underground







PROPOSED 2012-13 AREA POLICING PLAN TARGETS 


NORTH EASTERN


Recorded Outturn 
Projection


Detection 
Rate


Theft - pedal cycle Recorded 342 297 341


Theft - From Cycle Detections 14 21 34


Criminal damage pedal cycle Detection rate 4% 7% 10%
Theft - Take pedal cycle without consent of the owner


Recorded 521 370 673


Detections 29 23 32


Detection rate 6% 6% 5%


9987


6516 Line of route 2008/2009 2009/2010 2010/2011


8899 Sheffield - Mexborough inc. Brightside 32297 17755 9105


12384 Doncaster - Thorne 9523 3823 9810


8252 Castleford/Knottingley Areas 2680 9046 7378
Morley - Crossgates 15560 15516 21989
Bowesfield  - Norton South 1343 1869 6264
Leicester - Wigston North 3807 3216 10647
Total minutes 65210 51225 65193


Byelaws – Public Order related (offence directed towards a member
of rail staff)
Breach of anti-social behaviour order Recorded 1044 1025 1235
Public Order Section 5 - Harassment/alarm/distress (against a rail 
staff) Detections 875 874 1038
Byelaw - Offences re dry trains Offenders detected 911 905 1064


Byelaws – Passenger control Detection rate 84% 85% 84%
Byelaws – Public Order related
Byelaws – Litter
Drunk & Disorderly
Drunk & incapable
Drunk in charge of a child under 7 years
Public Order- Causing Intentional harassment alarm or distress
Breach of Peace
Public Order Section 4 - Fear or Provocation of Violence
Public Order Section 5 - Harassment/alarm/distress
Begging
Consume alcohol in a designated public place, contrary to 
requirement by constable not to do so
Urinating in public
Public Order - Racially or Religiously Aggravated - harassment, 
alarm, or distress
Public Order - Racially or Religiously Aggravated - Intentional 
harassment


Increase the total number of 
persons detected for anti-social 


behaviour offences across 4 
identified hotspot locations: Leeds, 
Newcastle, Doncaster, Nottingham


93%


Bowesfield - Norton South


656 (675 
offenders)709


Trespass, Fatalities/injuries caused by being hit by train, Cable 
vandalism/theft, Vandalism/theft (including the placing of objects on 


the line), Disorder/drunks/trespass etc, Level Crossing Incidents, 
Vandalism/theft, Fatalities/injuries sustained on platform result of 


struck by train or fallen, Level Crossing misuse 
Locations identified: Sheffield to Mexborough inc. Brightside, 
Doncaster to Thorne Junction, Castleford/Knottingley Areas, 
Morley to Crossgates, Bowesfield Junction to Norton South 


Junction, Leicester to Wigston North Junction


47948Total minutes


Leicester - Wigston North


Morley - Crossgates


Castleford/Knottingley Areas


Doncaster - Thorne


Sheffield - Mexborough inc. Brightside


Reduce minutes lost at 6 high 
impact locations through joint 


problem solving plans agreed with 
Network Rail and Train Operators


1910


810NE5 ASB 


Predicted End of Year Figures


439


10%


N/A


Reduction on end of year 2011-12 
figure.


Theft of live cable


NE2


2010-2011


NE1 Football Operations N/A


To undertake a minimum of 15 
proactive policing operations to 


reduce the impact of football related 
disorder & ASB


12 football operations carried between April and 
January 2011


2009-2010
1 April 2011- 31 Jan 2012


2008-2009


29 8%


Maintain or improve the out-turn 
2011-12 detection rate10%42


Only Operation Bastions to be included, these cover high profile 
games such as local derbys & cup fixtures. 


Target for 2012-2013 Offence Description


NE4 Disruption / lost minutes - PSPs


Cycle Offences 366


NE3 Live cable - detection rate 431


North Eastern







PROPOSED 2012-13 AREA POLICING PLAN TARGETS 


NORTH WESTERN


Recorded Detections Detection 
Rate


Recorded N/A 108 167


Detections N/A 88 137


Det. Rate (%) N/A 82% 82%


Recorded 210 276 263


Detections 130 143 144


Det. Rate (%) 62% 52% 55%


Line of route 2008/2009 2009/2010 2010/2011


27857 Weaver - Winsford 0 15 8725


4642 Bolton - Salford Crescent 12917 3850 3859


1518 Slade Lane - Stockport 3407 7649 1186


2827 Rochdale - Manchester Victoria 5225 4998 3947


2905 Bootle Branch - Earlestown 3038 3303 2465


586 Preston - Euxton 3149 312 10075
40335 Total minutes 27736 20127 30257


Rochdale - Manchester Victoria


Slade Lane - Stockport


Trespass, Fatalities/injuries caused by being hit by train, Cable vandalism/theft, 
Vandalism/theft (including the placing of objects on the line), 


Disorder/drunks/trespass etc, Level Crossing Incidents, Vandalism/theft, 
Fatalities/injuries sustained on platform result of struck by train or fallen, Level 


Crossing misuse                                                        
Identified locations: Winsford to Weaver Junction, Salford Crescent to Bolton, 


Stockport to Slade Lane Junction, Rochdale to Manchester Victoria, Bootle 
Branch Junction to Earlestown, Preston to Euxton Junction


N/A


N/A
Complete a minimum of 5 PSPs 


to tackle ASB at locations 
identified with the industry


Liverpool Lime Street, Chester, Liverpool Central, Manchester Victoria, Blackpool 
North. 


Reduce minutes lost at 6 high 
impact locations through joint 
problem solving plans agreed 
with Network Rail and Train 


Operators


Navigation Rd, Leasowe, Birkdale, Deansgate Jcn, Freshfield, Smithy Bridge 
provisionally identified subject to suitability for use with enforcement vehicle once 


received.
N/A


Reduce staff assaults from 
2011/12 outturn


Murder, Attempt murder, Attempt murder,Soliciting to commit murder, GBH with 
intent, GBH without intent, threats to kill, attempting to choke, [Firearms - Posses 
firearm or imitation firearm with Intent to cause fear of violence, Other offences, 
Possess Section 1 firearm or imitation with intent to endanger life, Possess Shotgun 
or imitation with intent to endanger life , Possess airgun or imitation with intent to 
endanger life, Use Section 1 firearm to resist arrest, Use Shotgun to resist arrest, Use 
Air Weapon to resist arrest, Possess Shotgun while committing or being arrested for 
Schedule 1 offence, Possess Section 1 firearm while committing or being arrested for 
Schedule 1 offence, Possess Air Weapon while committing or being arrested for 
Schedule 1 offence, Possess Shotgun with intent to commit indictable offence, 
Possess Air Weapon with intent to commit indictable offence, Possess purchase 
acquire or distribute any prohibited weapon or ammunition], public order affray, Public 
Order - Riot,  Violent disorder, Racially or Religiously Aggravated - GBH without 
intent, ABH, Malicious wounding.


266


Complete a minimum of 6 level 
crossings PSPs identified in 


consultation with the industry 
NW3 Level Crossings


61%222 135


N/A


Total minutes


NW1


NW2 Staff Assaults


Bolton - Salford Crescent


Weaver - Winsford


Preston - Euxton


Bootle Branch - Earlestown


NW5 Disruption / lost minutes - PSPs


NW4 ASB


Football related detections


1 April 2011- 31 Jan 2012
Offence DescriptionTarget for 2012-2013


88% Maintain or improve the 2011/12 
outturn detection rate All offences marked 'football-related' on CRIME.162 142 88%


2010-20112009-20102008-2009Predicted End of Year Figures


North Western







 PROPOSED 2012-13 AREA POLICING PLAN TARGETS 


WALES & WESTERN


Recorded Detections Detection 
Rate


Recorded 389 693 786


Detections 212 442 520


Det. Rate (%) 54% 64% 66%


Swindon 1614 Line of route 2008/2009 2009/2010 2010/2011


Stapleton Road 1642 Swindon 482 259 954


Uphill 1963 Stapleton Road 635 947 129


Nuneaton 6725 Uphill 293 114 61
Birmingham New Street 2760 Nuneaton 5563 8395 4465


Birmingham New Street 3181 4407 2849
Galton Jn - Wolverhampton 15501 18483 13530


Total minutes 23231 Total minutes 25655 32605 21988


Public Order - Racially or Religiously Aggravated - harassment, alarm or 
distress
Public Order - Racially or Religiously Aggravated - Intentional harassment, 
alarm or distress Recorded 2,278 2,375 2,636


Byelaws – Public Order related (offence directed towards a member of rail staff) Detections 1336 1515 1757


Breach of Anti Social Behaviour Order Offenders detected 1446 1645 1862
Public Order Harassment/alarm/distress. To be used only if the witness (victim) 
is a member of staff Det. Rate (%) 59% 64% 67%


Byelaws – Passenger control
Byelaws – Public Order related
Nuisance Telephone Calls
Fail to conform with a written direction given by a police officer to leave a 
location & prohibiting them from returning for up to 48 hrs
Drunk & Disorderly
Drunk & Incapable
Drunk in charge of a child under 7 years
Possess offensive weapon
Having an article with blade or point in public place
Harassment - Causing Intentional harassment alarm or distress 
Breach of Peace
Fear or Provocation of violence
Harassment/alarm/distress (other than a police officer)
Begging
Fly tipping
Consume alcohol in a designated public place, contrary to requirement by 
constable not to do so
Throwing Fireworks 


2008-2009 2009-2010 2010-2011


Recorded 70 64 94


Detections 51 38 70


Det. Rate (%) 73% 59% 74%


Delayed trains (PPM) 1872 1402 1639


N/A


Reduce minutes lost at 6 high 
impact locations through joint 
problem solving plans agreed 
with Network Rail and Train 


Operators.


Trespass, Fatalities/injuries caused by being hit by train, Cable vandalism/theft, 
Vandalism/theft (including the placing of objects on the line), 


Disorder/drunks/trespass etc, Level Crossing Incidents, Vandalism/theft, 
Fatalities/injuries sustained on platform result of struck by train or fallen, Level 


Crossing misuse                                                   
Identified locations: Swindon, Stapleton Road, Uphill Junction, Nuneaton, 


Birmingham New Street, Galton Junction to Wolverhampton


Reduce aggression towards 
staff offences from 2011/2012 


year end figure


1639 57%
928 (994 
offenders 
detected)


1193WW3 ASB Increase number of offenders 
detected


709


Byelaws - Public order related (Staff), Public Order Harassment/alarm/distress 
(Staff), Byelaws - Public Order related, Public Order - Harassment, Public 
Order - Fear or Provocation of violence, Public Order Harassment/ alarm/ 


distress (Staff) Racial Section 5


WW1 Aggression towards staff 591 341 58%


WW2 Disruption - mins lost


Galton - Wolverhampton
8527


2010-2011Target for 2012-2013 Offence Description
1 April 2011- 31 Jan 2012


2009-20102008-2009Predicted End of Year Figures


The number of delayed trains included in this target will only be measured by 
the following types of disruption, using the following NWR categories:


Trespass, Fatalities/injuries caused by being hit by train, Cable vandalism/theft, 
Vandalism/theft (including the placing of objects on the line), 


Disorder/drunks/trespass etc, Level Crossing Incidents, Vandalism/theft, 
Fatalities/injuries sustained on platform result of struck by train or fallen, Level 


Crossing misuse  


N/A


WW4 58%Staff Assaults (Welsh sector only) 47 27 57%
At least maintain the 2011/2012 
year end detection rate for staff 


assaults.


Murder, Attempt murder, Manslaughter, Soliciting to commit murder & 
Conspiracy to commit murder, GBH with intent, GBH without intent, Assault 


occasioning ABH, Common Assault, Threats to kill, Attempting to choke etc., 
Causing bodily injury by explosion, Causing explosions, sending explosive 


substance or throwing corrosive fluids with intent to do GBH, Placing explosives 
in or near buildings with intent to do bodily harm, Administering poison so as to 
endanger life, Administering poison with intent to injure or annoy,dangerously 


out of control in a  public place injuring any person, Assault - Malicious 
Wounding, Harassment, [Racially or Religiously Aggravated - GBH without 


intent, Assault occasioning ABH, Common Assault with no injury, Intentional 
harassment, alarm or distress, Fear or provocation of violence,  Harassment, 


Malicious wounding], Assaulting designated/accredited person or person 
assisting, Common assault/battery with no injury, Fear or Provocation of 


violence.


WW5 Disruption - delayed trains 1834 (data up to 4th Feb 2012) delayed 
trains (PPM)


To reduce the number of 
delayed trains (PPM) by 5% 


from 2011/2012 year end figure. 


Wales & Western







PROPOSED 2012-13 AREA POLICING PLAN TARGETS 


SCOTLAND


Recorded Detections Detection 
Rate


Recorded 1220 802 716


Detection 859 506 418


Offenders detected 927 555 471


Det. Rate (%) 70% 63% 58%


Recorded 77 80 62


Detection 52 52 33


Det. Rate (%) 68% 65% 53%


Owner or person in charge allowing dog to be dangerously out of control in a  
public place injuring any person, "Malicious Wounding," "Harassment - Fear 
or provocation of violence," "Racially or Religiously Aggravated - Grievous 
bodily harm without intent.," "Racially or Religiously Aggravated - Assault 
occasioning actual bodily harm," "Racially Aggravated - Common Assault 


with no injury," "Racially or Religiously Aggravated - Intentional harassment, 
alarm or distress," "Racially or Religiously Aggravated - Fear or provocation 
of violence," "Racially or Religiously Harassment," "Racially or Religiously 


aggravated Malicious wounding," "Assaulting designated/accredited person 
or person assisting," "Common Assault / Battery with no injury," "Fear or 
Provocation of violence AND Cvc category equal to 'Staffon' AND Cvc 


complainant vic status equal to 'V


Recorded 23 14 29


Detection 17 10 23


Offenders detected 22 10 40


Det. Rate (%) 78% 71% 79%


Recorded 216 206 331


Detection 130 100 122


Offenders detected 124 97 116


Det. Rate (%) 60% 49% 37%


Line of route 2008/2009 2009/2010 2010/2011


853 Hyndland/Hyndland loop 118 367 496


323 Newton - Rutherglen East 477 2390 886


723 Glasgow Central 841 649 797


790 Edinburgh 280 925 2049


2096 Shields - Paisley Gilmour Street 1467 2000 294


587 Edinburgh - Haymarket 156 532 277
5372 Total minutes 3339 6863 4799


Hyndland /Hyndland Loop


"Murder," "Attempt murder," "Manslaughter," "Soliciting to commit murder & 
Conspiracy to commit murder," "Grievous bodily harm with intent," "Grievous 


bodily harm without intent," "Assault occasioning actual bodily harm," 
"Common Assault ," "Threats to kill (Must be intent to cause fear the use of 
the word kill only is not enough to crime)," "Attempting to choke etc. in order 
to commit indictable offence," "Causing bodily injury by explosion," "Causing 


explosions, sending explosive substance or throwing corrosive fluids with 
intent to do grievous bodily harm," "Placing explosives in or near buildings 


with intent to do bodily harm," "Administering poison so as to endanger life," 
"Administering poison with intent to injure or annoy,"


Reduce minutes lost at 6 high impact locations through 
joint problem solving plans agreed with Network Rail 


and Train Operators.


Trespass, Fatalities/injuries caused by being hit by train, Cable 
vandalism/theft, Vandalism/theft (including the placing of objects on the 


line), Disorder/drunks/trespass etc, Level Crossing Incidents, 
Vandalism/theft, Fatalities/injuries sustained on platform result of struck by 


train or fallen, Level Crossing misuse 
Identied locations: Hyndland/Hyndland Loop, Newton to Rutherglen 
East, Glasgow Central, Edinburgh, Shields to Paisley, Edinburgh to 


Haymarket


24 (39 offenders 
detected)


339 168 (150 
offenders)


This is measured through the monthly Victims of Crime satisfaction survey.


72 45


Target for 2012-2013


N/ASC6 Disruption - mins lost


Total minutes


Edinburgh - Haymarket


Shields - Paisley Gilmour Street


Edinburgh


Glasgow Central


Newton - Rutherglen East


Increase the number of persons detected for sectarian 
related offences.


Sectarian related offences extracted from the CRIME system via MO 
Comments (Matches pattern "IRA.","BLUE 


NOSE","SECTARIAN","POPE","UDA","FENIAN","UVF","ORANGE","KING 
BILLY","FAMINE","CATHOLIC","BILLY BOY","UDF","IRA","HUN"&"HUN.")


SC5 Quality of Service


SC4 Level crossing related 
offences.


To maintain the standard of Quality of Service90% current satisfaction rate


34


Increase the number of persons detected for level 
crossing related offences by at least 25%.


Sectarian-related 
offences


SC2 Staff Assaults


71% 47


2008-2009


SC1 ASB 598
367 (443 
offenders 
detected)


1 April 2011- 31 Jan 2012


61%


SC3


2010-2011


63% Reduce the number of staff assaults. 86


2009-2010Predicted End of Year 
Figures


532


Offence Description


Increase the number of persons detected for anti-social 
behaviour between 15:00 and 01:00.


Byelaws - Public order related only to be used if the victim is a member of 
staff, for public victims use Z04 , Threatening or abusive behaviour, Railway - 


Byelaws - Passenger control, Railway - Byelaws - Public order related (for 
staff who state that they are victims of minor disorder use Y04, for taxi touts 
use Y07), Drunk and incapable and habitual drunkenness, Drunk in charge 
of a child under 10 years, Breach of the peace, Consumption of alcohol in 


designated places, Urinating in public


180


90%


50%


Railway - Byelaws - protection equipment, Railways - Omit to fasten gate, 
Dangerous driving offences, Driving carelessly, Driver's Neglect of Traffic 


Directions (Not Pedestrian Crossing), Railway Trespass and cri 
code=LEVELXM, LEVELXU


Scotland 





		London North

		London South

		London Underground

		North Eastern

		North Western

		Wales & Western

		Scotland 



